
WARNING: Before your first ride, check tightness of all hardware - push and pull on all 
elements of Kids Seat Adapter and Yepp Maxi EasyFit to identify any loose hardware.

WARNING: Make sure the Yepp Maxi EasyFit is fully engaged with the adapter.

View the Xtracycle Owner’s Manual at xtracycle.com/support 
for additional safety guidelines when riding with passengers or cargo.

The two larger, longer, bolts (M6x45mm) and washers are 
used in the rearmost two holes, and they are secured with 
the provided nuts.

Once all the bolts are installed, make sure they are 
tightened to 4Nm. This will make sure that the adapter is 
secure, and help prevent the bolts from loosening.

Finish installing the FlightDeck, by fastening the front bolts 
(M5x45mm) and nuts. Tighten to 5-9 N-m.

Your rear kids seat adapter is now ready for use with a 
Yepp Maxi EasyFit.

Remove CarryAll lids.

Follow manufacturer instructions to install and secure 
Yepp Maxi EasyFit and you’re ready to ride.
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REAR KIDS SEAT ADAPTER INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Kids Seat Adapters are designed to attach the Yepp Maxi EasyFit to the Xtracycle Flight-
Deck. These adapters come in two versions - one for the forward seat position and one for 
the rear seat position. The rear adapter is the narrower of the two, and the adapters are 
always installed flat on top of the deck with the wide end towards the middle of the deck.

WARRANTY
 
Xtracycle Kids Seat Adapters 
are guaranteed to be free from 
manufacturing defects for one (1) year 
from the original date of purchase. 
This warranty applies only to the 
original buyer and is not transferable. 
This warranty does not cover damage 
from use of this product outside of its 
intended range or that resulting from 
modification or neglect. It also does 
not cover wear and tear resulting from 
the normal use of the product. Please 
contact your Xtracycle dealer if you 
believe you have a warranty claim.

KIDS SEAT ADAPTER
• INSTRUCTIONS
• WARRANTY
• SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
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If your FlightDeck has already been installed, 
remove the bolts and set them aside. Remove 
the FlightDeck from the bike and flip it so that 
the cutout window is visible.

Cut out the window, so that the FlightDeck 
looks like this.

Place the rear adapter, flat side down, over 
the holes so that it aligns with all four. Insert 
the two skinnier, shorter, bolts (M5x25mm) 
and washers into the the two front holes and 
screw them in.
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